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Let us call an element x of a commutative integral pomonoid’ 
“residuable” if the inverse image, under multiplication by every y, of the 
principal order ideal generated by x is a principal order ideal; i.e., if there 
exists a greatest element-usually denoted x : y but which will here be writ- 
ten y - ‘x-whose multiple by y is <x. This y-lx is again residuable-by 
virtue of z-‘y-‘x= (yz)-‘x-and the yP1 act commutatively and 
isotonely on the set R of residuable elements; moreover the partial order in 
R is equationally recoverable from this action since x 2 y iff y-lx = 1. 
Algebras R axiomatized with an everywhere defined binary y-lx and a 
nullary 1, which enjoy these properties, have been widely investigated in 
recent years. In response to a question of D. A. Higgs, it will be shown that 
every such “BCK-algebra” is a set of residuable elements in an integral 
pomonoid. This may be achieved with sufficient functoriality to link the 
order-filter kernels of the respective structures; in turn specialized to idem- 
potent pomonoids, it will reveal the relation between “Hilbert algebra” and 
distributive lattice representations. 
It will clearly suffice to have the sought for integral pomonoid M mul- 
tiphcatively generated by the given BCK-algebra R: the residuation by M 
will then follow from that given on R in view of (yz)-‘x = z-‘y -lx already 
noted above. The location of a product with respect to the order on R is 
also determined: x > yz must be equivalent to (yz) -i x = 1 thus to 
z-‘y-‘x = 1 in R; more generally, for a product with several factors, 
x2y . ..z just when z-’ . ..y-lx= 1. Since the y-’ act isotonely, so do 
their composites, whence the “kernel” consisting of these x is an order 
filter, i.e., a subset closed under passage to larger elements. It is thus 
feasible to take for M the set of order filters of R obtained in this way from 
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the finite tuples of elements of R.2 This set of filters should be ordered 
inverse to inclusion, which will make the embedding of R as the principal 
filters-obtained from the singletons via the BCK-axiom x > y ++ 
y-ix = l-an order isomorphism, the image of 1 being, as smallest filter, a 
greatest element in M. Observe that z- ’ . . .y- ’ . .. x = 1 is the inverse 
image of the kernel of z-l . .. under the action of y-’ . . . . thus joining a 
fixed tuple (y, . ..) to a variable tuple (z, . ..) induces a well-defined isotone 
action of (y, . ..) on M, which by commutativity is a well-defined com- 
mutative order-compatible composition, inheriting associativity from the 
functional composition of the y- ‘. And every x in (the image of) R is 
residuable, with residual determined by the binary operation in R: indeed 
(the principal filter) y -’ . . . x is contained in the order filter obtained from 
any (z, . ..) just when z-’ . ..y-’ . .. x = 1, thus just when x is contained in 
the one obtained from (y, . . . z, . ..). i.e., y-l . ..x dominates an element of 
M just when x dominates its product with y .... 
Certain preservations are worth noting. When there is a smallest x in R 
for which z- ’ . ..y-‘x = 1, i.e., the kernel order filter is principal, its 
generator will become this product y .. . z in M. Thus all “products” 
definable in R by “adjunction” from the residuation are preserved as (i.e., 
become) products in M. In particular, R is already a residuated pomonoid 
if it has a smallest element for the kernel filter of every composite (it suf- 
fices to have one for every pair-this is referred to as “Condition S” in [S] 
where the result appears as Theorems 1 and 2; for a lattice it goes back to 
[7]). Similarly, all joins existing in R remain joins (since R is meet-dense) 
and (more generally) multiplication by elements of A4 distributes over 
them. A meet of residuables in a pomonoid is residuable only if the 
selfmaps y - ’ preserve it; conversely, any meet in R, preserved by the y- ’ 
and their composites, remains a meet in M. Thus all existent meets are 
preserved just when the y - ’ are meet-preserving (rather than only isotone). 
The integral pomonoid in which R is embedded is not in general fully 
residuated, the operation y-lx being assured only on R x M. However, any 
integral pomonoid can be embedded in a residuated one by the construc- 
tion dual to that used for embedding R in M: one embeds M as the prin- 
cipal ideals in the set R of its order idealq3 i.e., its subsets closed under 
passage to smaller elements, ordered by inclusion, with multiplication 
2 This does not seem to be the “freest” possibility: only traces on R of the order filters 
generated by products are determined; what is done here is to make these products the meets 
in M of these filter traces on R, i.e., to have them also dominate all the common lower bounds 
of these traces (R is “meet-dense.“) It is not clear that the embedding into the “freely 
generated” pomonoid (this is the same M with the weakest multiplicatively compatible order 
for which its elements have the required filter traces on R) would enjoy some of the desirable 
properties, such as preservation of existent joins, of this one. 
‘As in the dual situation above for products, this constrains y-ix to be the join of the 
elements it dominates in M, rather than only to have this order ideal as its trace. 
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extended from M by distributivity: the product of ideals is to be the ideal 
generated by the set of all products. The commutativity, associativity, and 
order compatibility of this multiplication is directly verifiable; the 
embedding of A4 preserves its pomonoid structure; and the existing 
residuals in M continue to function as such in A?. On the other hand, A7 is 
a complete join semilattice with completely distributive multiplication, 
hence is fully residuated. 
This embedding however no longer preserves joins.4 One can make do 
with a somewhat more economical embedding which preserves some of the 
joins in M (hence in R). To see for which joins this could be feasible, 
observe that multiplication by a “residuating” (one might also say 
“residuated”) element, i.e., by a y all of whose yP’x exist, distributes over 
every existent (even infinite) join: therefore the only joins which one could 
hope to preserve in an embedding into a residuated pomonoid are such 
over which multiplication distributes. Now it is indeed possible to embed 
A4 multiplicatively in a join-complete, completely distributive (hence 
residuated) pomonoid with preservation of all its distributive joins [4]. 
Functoriality of the construction should not be anticipated; e.g., under 
an embedding of R in R', two products represented by the same order filter 
of R might be represented by distinct order filters of R'. (What does hold: 
Intersection with R sends the order filters of R' onto those of R and this, 
restricted to the filter traces on R' of products of elements of R, is seen to 
be a pomonoid morphism onto M over the identity on R.) Functoriality 
does obtain for surjective morphisms-in the sense of extendability as a 
pomonoid morphism to any A4 multiplicatively generated by the domain in 
which its elements remain residuable.5 Surjective morphisms between 
posets may be construed as transitive strengthenings of the order on the 
domain; and if the strengthening is to be linked to a preserved residuation, 
then it must be determined via y-lx E the “kernel” order filter F of the 
elements which come to dominate 1. This means that the principal order 
filter generated by a y in the strengthened preorder is the inverse image 
under y-’ of this F; whence the order filter obtained from a product in the 
codomain is the (morphism image of the) inverse image under the com- 
posite of 2-l . ..y-’ of F in the domain. Now if a product . . . y 2 . . . z thus 
if y-l... x=1 implies z-l ... x= 1 then also u-‘y-‘...x= 1 implies 
u -lz-1 ... x = 1 for every U, whence the inverse image of every (since prin- 
cipal s&ices) order filter by y -’ .. . will be contained in that by z-’ . . . so 
that ...y> . . . z in the constructed A4 over the codomain: this shows that 
the given morphism extends to a pomonoid morphism between the 
4 Dual to the previous one, it of course preserves meets. 
5 In particular, an isomprphism which extends to send the constructed M into any other, 
extends as an isomorphism. 
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corresponding iVs. Of course it sends on 1 the products of elements from 
F: Indeed an isotone multiplicative map has a “multiplicative(ly closed) 
filter” as inverse image of 1 (indeed of any multiplicative filter). Since 
x 2 y(y - lx), such a filter intersects any subset in an “implicative filter,” 
i.e., which contains with y and y-lx also x (insofar as all three are in the 
subset). Intersecting with any multiplicatively generating set of residuables 
R and adjoining products in M are mutually inverse bijections between the 
multiplicative filters of M and the implicative filters of R, each mul- 
tiplicative (indeed order) filter of M consists of products built from its 
intersection with R; and the products in M of an implicative filter in R con- 
stitute a multiplicative filter meeting R in it, x > y . . .z, i.e., z-’ . . . y-lx = 1 
entails, since 1 and z, . . . . y belong to this implicative filter, that so does x. 
Functoriahty may be extended from surjections to subdirect represen- 
tations: indeed, a family of “implicative” (i.e., residual preserving) 
morphisms, each of which extends to a multiplicative morphism on the 
constructed M, combine to such an extending morphism to the product of 
the codomains; and an implicative isomorphism can only extend to an 
isomorphism (recall the above footnote). 
As regards joins (these were preserved by the embedding) the meet 
density of the residuals in M entails that multiplication distributes over 
arbitrary existent joins in R, and “inversion”, the map of y to y-‘, sends 
existent joins onto meets in the pointwise ordered M-valued maps on the 
residuables: a join in R will be preserved modulo a filter just when the 
latter preserves (i.e., is closed for) all these pointwise evaluated meets-eg., 
finite joins will be preserved when the embedding preserved existent finite 
meets (since the product is then < this meet). 
The residuated concomitant of an idempotent multiplication is 
y-‘y-lx = y-lx; adjoined to the BCK-axioms, it yields an axiomatization 
of “positive implicative (also referred to as implication) algebras.” The 
above construction embeds these as a generating set of residuable elements 
in a meet semilattice M whose order induces the BCK-order: for 
y-‘(yx)=y-‘[y-‘(yx)] >y-‘x hence x>y entails yx>y; conversely 
x 2 yx 2~. The further embedding of M in a complete lattice in which meet 
distributes over all joins goes back, for this case, to MacNeille. 
Applying the Stone representation to the distributive lattice generated by 
the meet semilattice yields the Diego representation theorem for positive 
implicative algebras: in fact, it yields more in that the representation space 
for the former is compact while that for the latter in general is not. Indeed, 
every “prime filter” (i.e., one which has a complement closed for finite 
joins) in a distributive lattice will intersect a meet subsemilattice in a filter 
respecting all the finite joins the semilattice contains; conversely, every 
join-respecting filter extends uniquely to the distributive lattice freely 
generated (with preservation of these distributive joins) by the semilattice. 
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Filters in the semilattice in their turn correspond bijectively to implicative 
filters in the meet-generating positive implicative algebra, as noted above. 
In topologizing the space of filters, to take the subsets representing the 
algebra as a subbase comes to the same as to take their finite intersec- 
tions-i.e., the generated meet semilattice-as a base; and this topology is 
not strengthened by including unions, thus joins preserved by the 
representing filters: the Stone and Diego topologies are the same modulo 
the correspondence between these filter spaces. If no existent distributive 
joins are to be preserved, every implicative filter can be extended, whence 
the full space of these filters is the Stone space of the distributive lattice 
freely generated (with no join-preservation) over the meet semilattice 
generated by the algebra. Diego chooses the more economical represen: 
tation by means of the (finitely meet-)irreducible implicative filters which 
he characterizes as those with a directed complement: this directedness of 
the complement is inherited by the extended filter in M (an element of M is 
not in the extension only if some larger element of R is not) which thus 
preserves all (finite existent) joins and extends to a prime filter, i.e., point of 
the Stone space, of the distributive lattice freely generated with preser- 
vation of all finite distributive joins. One does not get all these filters as 
such extensions, however, e.g., a descending chain with lower bounds not 
directed will extend to such a filter-and indeed Diego shows explicitly that 
the space of irreducible implicative filters need not be compact [3, p. 253. 
Note that to have an order-embedding of a positive implicative algebra 
into a meet semilattice one must order the elements of M opposite to 
inclusion among the order filters which dominate them in R (in order to be 
the meet of a finite subset an element of A4 must dominate all the lower 
bounds of the subset): in this case the construction is the “freest” possibility 
and its functoriality follows from universality. The construction and its 
functoriality for this semilattice case is also presented in [Z, Sects. 4, 51 in a 
different way: using equational characterizations of the structures and an 
implicit characterization of the pairwise meet operation, values for which 
are successively adjoined until closure is achieved. 
There is also an announcement of just the embeddability of a BCK- 
algebra in a residuated pomonoid by M. Palasinski in Kobe Math. 
Seminar Notes 10 (1982), 749-751. The proof proposed is by a completely 
different route, based on a somewhat elaborate syntactic analysis of axiom 
systems developed in that author’s previous publications Math. Rev. 
references 83j: 06019 and 85h: 06030; moreover, it appears to be incom- 
plete since the syntactic results seem to furnish what is required only for 
the smallest deductively closed set of terms (in some sense the free algebra) 
and not for a set of consequences from hypotheses as claimed. It might be 
salvageable with some supplementary considerations which identify the free 
algebras and establish the functoriality of his construction. 
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